Abstract
Introduction
The trust relationship that might exist between two parties (human or artificial) has, in its broadest sense, proved difficult to define ( [2] , [3] , [4] ). We synthesise the following as a working definition, suited to the purposes of this paper. "Trust is the assessment by which one individual, A, expects that another individual, B, will perform (or not perform) a given action on which its (A's) welfare depends, but over which it has limited control". Trust therefore implies a degree of dependency of A on B, this dependency may be reciprocal. Because of its many implications for automated electronic trading and commerce, trust between autonomous software Agents is the subject of on-going research. For instance, Castelfranchi and Falcone [1] argue that trust is subjective and different beliefs can be combined to create a Degree of Trust measure. Jonker and Treur [3] present a formalised framework for the description of trust based on sequences of experiences between Agents. We take a practical and experimental approach to trust through experience.
The trading scenario
Figure one illustrates the experimental trading scenario we have used to test and evaluate oTB-Agent based trading. Its purpose is to allow us to investigate the practical consequences of trust relationships in autonomous trading under controlled conditions, and to make observations about the role of trust and trustworthiness in e-commerce.
Trading is divided into trading cycles, each involves three transaction steps. First, the bid step, in which customer Agents receive demand for commodity units from "end-users" and issue bids to supplier Agents to meet that demand. Second, the offer step, in which supplier Agents select customer agents to serve and make offers of units in response to the bids they have received. Third, the utilisation step, in which customers distribute the units they have been offered to their end-users, and notify the supplier that offered them units if they utilised all the allocation they were offered. Any units not taken up by customer Agents are lost, to the immediate detriment of the supplier. Customer Agents can overbid for more units than they need in an attempt to safeguard their supply in times of shortage, at the risk of appearing untrustworthy. Every Agent maintains a trust vector, 9 9, quantitatively recording the "opinion", based on direct experience, that Agent holds about the trustworthiness of the other Agents with which it can trade. The trust vector forms the primary source for selecting trading partners, and is itself updated after each transaction. In the experiments described here customer Agents preferentially select suppliers they trust to offer them the units they require. Similarly, supplier Agents attempt to distribute their supply of units preferentially to customer Agents they trust to pass those units on to its endusers. While demand may vary between trading cycles, the total amount of units available (supply) is taken as fixed.
There is no overall control or centralised mediation in this model. Each Agent makes its current trading decisions based on its past experiences of trading with other Agents, selecting Agents it most trusts to trade with.
The trust functions
A customer Agent's trust vector is updated on the basis of the perceived reliability of a supplier, offers made in response to bids. A supplier Agent's trust vector is updated by comparing utilisation to offers made. The trust dependency relationship is therefore reciprocal between customer and supplier. The trust function takes two parameters, α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1), the degree to which a positive experience enhances trust, and β (0 ≤ β ≤ 1), the degree to which a negative experience damages the relationship. Each element ( m 9 9 n ) in Agent m's trust vector, 9 9, is updated after a transaction with a trading partner Agent (n) thus: m 9 9 n ← m 9 9 n -(β * m 9 9 n ), if a request was made, but no corresponding offer received, or m 9 9 n ← m 9 9 n + (α * (1 -m 9 9 n )), if request satisfied, or m 9 9 n ← m 9 9 n + ((α * (request -offer)) * (1 -m 9 9 n )), if offer < request, or m 9 9 n is left unchanged otherwise. These formulations are normalised such that a sequence of positive experiences asymptotically moves trust m 9 9 n towards 1.0 (full trust), but a sequence of negative experiences moves it towards 0.0 (complete distrust).
The function matches our intuition that trust is most enhanced by getting exactly what we expected, partially enhanced by getting some of our request and damaged by being excluded. The formulation also conforms to our expectation that recent experiences should be given greater weight that earlier ones, a mechanism for the forgiveness of past transgressions. Similar formulations find application in areas such as reinforcement learning.
Experimental findings (summary)
We have performed an extensive series of experiments with this mechanism, and have observed the following points, which appear to have some parallels with human commerce and important implications for e-commerce:
• Agents tend to form tight trading partnerships, and in static supply:demand conditions trade preferentially within those cliques ("trust-begets-trust") • When demand exceeds supply, some customer Agents fail to develop relationships with a sufficient number of suppliers to meets their needs (and vice-versa when supply exceeds demand) -"trust begets viability"
• When demand increases to exceed supply, supplier Agents discard less trusted customers first -"trust begets loyalty" • Greedy Agents, those who wastefully overbid, can be successful by nurturing preferential trust relationships with specific suppliers, at the expense of their overall reputation within the community -"the selfish can appear trustworthy" 5, 8 and 9 ). When supply is reduced to 75% of demand at cycle 100, supplier 9 drops customer 18, its least favoured customer (and so now appears untrustworthy to Agent 18). Close inspection reveals that the relationship between customer 18 and supplier 9 was the last to develop and was the weakest of the four. Note also the general tightening of relationships as supply is reduced.
Further discussion on the nature of trust, details of the algorithm and experimental results may be found in [4] .
